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Discussion

● Science has a problem
● What if we change the scientific paradigm to make research

○ Available
○ Accessible
○ Transparent
○ Inclusive
○ Democratic
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A bit about me 
● Senior Advisor at the NIA/NIH in the Division of Neuroscience 
● PhD in cell and molecular biology
● Worked in data science related positions in academia and pharma
● Passionate about Open Science

Disclaimer

The opinions expressed here are the presenter's own 
and do not reflect the view of the National Institute on 

Aging, the National Institutes of Health, the 
Department of Health and Human Services, or the 

United States government.



What is Open Science

● The maverick lone scientist is a myth - science is like 
building a house. New discoveries are build on previous 
work

● Open Science is a movement to make scientific research 
available, accessible, transparent, inclusive, and 
democratic
○ Includes knowledge, protocols, licenses, samples, 

data, code, hardware



UNESCO Open Science
● UNESCO member states are asked to

● Promote a shared understanding of open science and set out diverse paths to achieving it

● Develop an enabling policy environment for open science

● Invest in infrastructure and activities that contribute to open science

● Invest in training, education, digital literacy and capacity-building to support open science

● Foster a culture of open science and align incentives to support it

● Promote innovative approaches for open science at all stages of the scientific process

● Encourage international and multi-stakeholder cooperation in the context of open science 

to reduce gaps in technology and knowledge

https://www.unesco.org/en/open-science/about?hub=686



The Year of Open Science!

https://www.whitehouse.gov/ostp/news-updat
es/2023/01/11/fact-sheet-biden-harris-adminis
tration-announces-new-actions-to-advance-op
en-and-equitable-research/



Open Science aims to

Making sure that 
scientific knowledge 

is accessible

Making sure that the 
production of 

scientific knowledge 
is inclusive

Open the process to 
knowledge creation 

to people outside the 
research community

Facilitate and reward 
team science



Scholarly publishing

Paywall
Slow 

Publication 
Process 

A $19 billion 
industry



Some publishing solutions

● Publications supported by NIH funding
○ Must be made available on PubMed Central one year from official date of 

publication
● Open access manuscripts 

○ Nature Journal = $11,600
● Pubic Library of Science (PLOS) journals

○ Non-profit open access journals
○ Much lower publication fee

● Preprints
○ bioRxiv
○ medRxiv



Some unintended problems - predatory journals
● Open access journals taking advantage of publishing for a fee
● No editorial board
● Sham peer review
● Misinformation
● Pseudoscience
● Fraud
● Somewhat easy to detect if you get a request to publish
● Much harder as a reader
● There is a list - Predatory Reports



How do we solve that? Show me the 
data



NIH

● NIH FY2023 budget is $49 billion
● Money goes to intra- and extramural grants and 

contracts 
● Most of that funding results in the generation of lots of 

data
● Should that data remain the property of the funding 

recipient?

Taxpayer 
money



Who owns taxpayer funded data? 

● As part of the year of Open Science NIH has issued a new Data 
Management and Sharing (DMS) Policy effective January 2023

● Funding recipients must
○ Prospectively plan for the managing and sharing of scientific data
○ Submit a DMS plan
○ Submit a DMS budget
○ Comply with the approved plan

● Key component of this - DMS plan must meet specifications of How data 
is shared

You do



Components of the DMS plan
● Must describe the data types and how much
● Must describe the metadata
● Must share related tools, software, code
● Must specify what repository the data will be shared in
● Must describe how people will be able to find the data
● Must contain information about data use restrictions, and protection of 

privacy and rights of human research participants
● Must describe how, and who, compliance with the DMS plan will be monitored
● Yearly progress reports to the NIH must refer to progress on data sharing per 

DMS plan

The 
important 

part



The principle of FAIR data
● Findable

○ You can’t take advantage of Open Data if you can’t find it. Data discovery is number 1

● Accessible
○ Once you find it, it should be simple to understand how to access it

● Interoperable
○ You should be able to integrate data with other data or computational workflows for 

processing or analysis

● Reusable
○ Data and metadata should be well described so that so that any replication of analysis or 

novel use can be done

It’s not enough to 
share data. It has 

to be usable



Data repositories
● NIH supported data repositories
● Should use on that is the most 

appropriate based on data type and 
discipline

● Also several generalist repositories



Back to publications and data availability 
● Publications should have a Data Availability statement
● Statement should point directly to the data used deposited in a legit 

repository
○ Manuscript supplementary materials is not a good place to discover data
○ ‘Available upon request’ does not qualify

● In order to replicate what was done, data should meet FAIR principles
○ Data (raw and processed), metadata, and code

● A manuscript making claims, but providing no supporting data should 
raise a red flag



Data reuse -> novel research
It’s not just 

about 
replication

Existing 
data



Changing incentives

● NIH biosketches - a document describing your qualifications 
and experience for a specific role in a funding application
○ Has a contribution to science section - encouraged to add data 

contribution
● Data attribution is fundamental, but needs to be codified in 

academia and funding agencies
● Data contribution needs to become a scholarly product

Publish or 
Perish



Thank You!


